Sulfatide is essential for the maintenance of CNS myelin and axon structure.
Galactocerebroside (GalC) and sulfatide are abundant myelin lipids. In mice incapable of synthesizing these lipids, myelin is thin and regionally unstable and exhibits several subtle structural abnormalities. Although galactolipid-null mice have been beneficial in the analysis of galactolipid function, it has not been possible to differentiate between the functions of GalC and sulfatide with these mice alone. In the present work, we have analyzed a murine model that forms normal levels of GalC but is incapable of synthesizing sulfatide. By comparing a plethora of morphological features between the galactolipid-null and the sulfatide-null mice, we have begun to differentiate between the specific functions of these closely related lipids. The most striking difference between these two mutants is the reduction of myelin developmental abnormalities (e.g., redundant and uncompacted myelin sheaths) in young adult sulfatide-null mice as compared with the galactolipid-null animals. Although sulfatide appears to play a limited role in myelin development, this lipid is essential for myelin maintenance, as the prevalence of redundant, uncompacted, and degenerating myelin sheaths as well as deteriorating nodal/paranodal structure is increased significantly in aged sulfatide-null mice as compared with littermate wildtype mice. Finally, we show that the role played by sulfatide in CNS maintenance is not limited to the myelin sheath, as axonal caliber and circularity are normal in young adult mutant mice but are significantly altered in aged sulfatide-null animals.